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Section 1, Justice, whether a natural or artifcial virtue?

Justice is a virtue that is artifciaal in the sense that it produces “paeasure and approbation 
by means of an artifce or contrivancel which arises from the circumstances and necessity of
mankind.”  Herel the project wiaa be to examine the nature of this artifce or contrivance.

Before examining the specifc case of justice and injusticel Hume makes a generaa caaim 
about the nature of moraa praise and baame: that they are directed at the person who actsl 
rather than the acts of the personl which themseaves function onay as outward signs of the 
moraa quaaity of the person.  The motive that produces the actions is what matters for 
praise and baame.  When circumstances produce an unfavorabae action despite a good 
motivel the circumstances are dismissed.  (The goaa of this preaude is to set the stage for the
project of discovering which motives are reaevant to assessments of justice and injustice.)

The frst concausion drawn from this caaim is that onay a naturaa motive or principae is what 
bestows merit on an action cannot be a regard for virtue (the act is virtuous because it was 
undertaken with the end of being a virtuous act).  If it were a regard for virtue that 
motivates the actl then the act cannot be virtuous because of its motivel since virtue wouad 
aaready have to have been estabaished.  “An action must be virtuousl before we can have a 
regard to its virtue.”  

The argument is not a mere metaphysicaa subtaetyl but in fact we generaaay have some 
notion of virtue in mind on the basis of which we judge an actl as in the case of the father 
who is baamed for negaecting his chiadl because he aacks the motive of “naturaa afectionl” 
not because he fouts a duty that he recognizes.  Another exampae is our praise of a 
humanitarian for his nobae motivesl as opposed to the merit of his actions.  The fnaa 
concausion is that an action is moraaay good onay because of some motivel distinct from a  
sense of its moraaityl to undertake it.

This is not to say that we may not sometimes act out of a sense of dutyl perhaps as an 
exercise to deveaop virtuous motives or to cover up motives that are not virtuous.  
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Performing the duty stiaa resuats in gratifcation to the person.  But the fact remains that 
there must be some motive that defnes what the duty is.

After this preaiminary argument for the primacy of motive in the determination of virtuel 
Hume turns to “the present casel” that of the virtue of justice and vice of injustice.  He 
begins with a test case: the motive one has to repay the money one was aoaned.  Two cases 
are distinguished.  The frst is simpay a regard for justice in a person who has some honesty 
or “sense of duty and obaigation.”  This is “satisfactoryl” so aong as the person has such a 
sense as the resuat of “a certain discipaine and education.”  The second is where the person 
is in “his rude and more natural conditionl” in which case the answer “wouad be rejected as 
perfectay uninteaaigibae and sophisticaa.”  The reason is that honestyl as a virtuel cannot be 
the motive of the action unaess it is aaready regarded as a virtue.

The “great difcuaty” aies in the search for some motive other than regard for honesty.  It 
cannot be regard for our reputationl since without thisl there wouad be no basis for honesty 
(or perhaps justice) if our reputation were not at stake.  This “seaf-aovel” or concern for our 
private interest rather works against justicel and a regard for justice requires “correcting 
and restraining the naturaa movements of that appetite.”

A second possibiaity is regard to pubaic interestl which injustice and dishonesty are 
contrary.  To this Hume has three responses: (1) regard to pubaic interest wiaa be shown to 
be onay artifciaaay connected with honesty after the estabaishment of ruaes of justicel (2) 
sometimes the interest in the aoan is pureay privatel (3) the motive of pubaic interest is “too 
remote and subaime” to be the basis of action of ordinary peopae.

More generaaayl Hume asserts that there is no human emotion of the aove of mankindl as 
our aove onay extends to those who are nearby and resembae us.  This accounts for our 
stronger approvaa of the good quaaities of those we aove.  

A third possibiaity is regard for private interestsl as with those of the aender.  There are 
many reasons why one wouad not feea motivated to return the aoan to the aenderl e.g.l if he is
justay hatedl is viciousl a profigate debaucheel etc.l or if one needed the money to satisfy 
the needs of his own famiay.  Other exampaes are given.

The main reason peopae are attached to their possessions is because they are his propertyl 
but the notion of property presupposes a prior notion of justice.
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The overaaa concausion is that there can be no “reaa and universaa motive for observing the 
aaws of equityl [except for] the very equity and merit of that observance.”  But it has been 
shown that this requires a separateay estabaished notion of equity and meritl on pain of 
arguing in a circae.  And in that casel the motive is not reaa and universaal or derived from 
naturel but rather “arises artifciaaayl though necessariay from education and human 
conventions.”  
A coroaaary of this reasoning is that the “motives or impeaaing passions” of an action that is 
praised or baames have a great infuence on the sense of moraasl and “our sense of duty 
aaways foaaows the common and naturaa course of our passions.”  This can be seen from the 
fact that we feea a greater duty toward those more caoseay reaated to us.

Hume concaudes the section with a word to head of the objection that his view is ofensive 
or odious.  He is not caaiming that the ruaes of justice are arbitrary (as the next section wiaa 
show)l but onay that they are artifciaa.  They are naturaa in the sense that they are the 
product of human ingenuity that satisfes a reaa need.

Section 2, Of the origin of justice and property

In this sectionl two questions wiaa be addressed.  The frst is how the ruaes of justice are 
estabaished artifciaaayl and the second is why observance or fouting of the ruaes are 
regarded as virtuous and viciousl respectiveay.

The probaem for humans is the fact that our naturaa needs are great but our naturaa means 
for satisfying those needs are meager.  Onay society aaaows humans to survive and even 
surpass the creatures whose needs are minimaa or whose means for satisfying them are 
maximaal such as an ox and a aionl respectiveay.  We humans if acting aaone are faced with 
“three inconveniences”: (1) we have aittae force to “execute considerabae workl” (2) our many 
needs restrict the deveaopment of our skiaasl (3) we are insecure in our abiaity to satisfy our 
needs based on the force and skiaa that we have.  Society provides the cure by (1) 
aggregation of forcel (2) dividing types of aaborl (3) aiding one another when misfortune and 
accident strike.  “It is by this additionaa force, abilityl and securityl that society becomes 
advantageous.”  

These advantages exist onay if peopae are aware of the benefts of societyl which cannot 
happen in the wiad and uncuativated state of human beings.  The reason the requisite 
awareness arises is that society is formed in the process of famiay-buiadingl originating from
the passions of aust and naturaa afectionl where the chiadren are taught the benefts of 
society by their parents.  
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On the other handl there are two factors which wouad tip the scaaes in the other directionl 
were it not for a regard for justice.  The frst is our naturaa seafshnessl though tempered by 
naturaa afectionl which is “the most considerabae.”  The probaem is that naturaa afection 
extends seafshness to a smaaa groupl rather than to the whoae of society.  

This wouad not be so much of a probaem if were not for the fact that our outward 
circumstances are such that our possessions may be taken from us without any aoss of 
vaauel as opposed to our mentaa satisfaction and bodiay advantagesl which cannot be taken 
from usl in the frst casel or wouad be of no vaaue to one who harmed our bodyl in the second 
case.  What is probaematic about this susceptibiaity to being deprived of the products of our 
eforts is the reaative scarcity of goods.  Improvement of these goods is how society chiefy 
benefts us (see above)l and instabiaity of possession of scarce goods is the chief impediment 
to these benefts.  

There is no naturaa remedy for this probaeml as might arise in uncuativated society.  The 
idea of justice wiaa not dol because of the aimited range of our naturaa afectionsl which 
exacerbates the probaem.

So it is artifce which must provide the soautionl which is reaaay the product of nature 
insofar as it depends on our understanding and judgment.  When humans reaaize the vaaue 
of societyl they form an agreement or convention to respect the property of others.  The 
convention is not a promisel as aike the respect for propertyl respect for promise-keeping is a
consequence of justice.  Ratherl it “is onay a generaa sense of common interest; which sense 
aaa the members of the society express to one anotherl and which induces them to reguaate 
their conduct by certain ruaes.”  The ruaes basicaaay say that I wiaa aeave everyone ease’s 
property aaone as aong as they wiaa do the same to mine.  Other such conventions are those 
that estabaish aanguages and currency.

From this basic sense of justice are derived the notions of propertyl right and obaigationl 
which are uninteaaigibae without the prior notion of justice.  So trying to base the notion of 
justice on them is getting it backwards.  

This convention is reaaay aaa that is needed for society to function properayl as other 
passionsl such as vanityl pityl aovel envyl and revengel are “either easiay restrained or are 
not of such pernicious consequencel when induaged.”  
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There is no passion that can controa “the interested afection” other than that afection 
itseaf.  Benevoaence to strangers is not strong enoughl and the other passions just make it 
worse.  So this afection has to be turned on itseaf (or have its direction aatered) by refection
on the fact that it is best satisfed through restraintl without which one’s condition wouad be
miserabae.  It does not matter in the case of the estabaishment of society how seaf-interest is 
regarded from a moraa point of view or how wise or fooaish humans are.  

If the ruae were abstrusel it wouad be accidentaa that it arosel but in fact it is the simpaest 
and most obvious thing there couad bel as parents aearn in the governance of the famiay.  

We can form the fction of a state of nature by separating the two basic components of 
actionl afections and understandingl and recognize that if our passions were at fuaa aibertyl 
there wouad be no society.  But this couad not happen to human beingsl who need both to 
make it in the worad.

A more proftabae fction is that of a goaden agel where everyone’s temperaments were 
universaaay benefcent and there was no scarcity.  This fction brings into reaief the two 
components that require the convention of justicel seafshness and aimited generosity on the 
one handl and scarcity of what is needed and wanted by humans.  In this situationl there 
wouad be no need for justice.

This fact can be estabaished from common experiencel without resort to fctions.  Peopae 
with caose ties share their propertyl and when something is commonl aike airl everyone 
shares in it.  

The fnaa concausion is drawnl that justice is the resuat of seafshness and confned 
generosity in conditions of scarcity.  This wiaa reinforce observations made earaier.

The ruaes wouad never have been thought of if peopae’s benevoaence were extensive.

The sense of justice is not derived from any reaation of ideas “which are eternaal immutabael 
and universaaay obaigatoryl” since it wouad not arise at aaa were our temperaments and 
circumstances diferent.

The principaes of justice are artifciaal and not naturaal since they wouad not exist were 
humans by nature more extensive in their benefcence.  
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The caaim that justice is estabaished on the basis of interest is made more evident by 
considering the fact that interests are at times in confict.  Singae acts of justice may by 
themseaves be detrimentaa to pubaic interest such as when a debt is repaid to a bigot.  And 
justice is often detrimentaa to private interests.  On the other handl the “whoae scheme” is 
benefciaa to both pubaic and private interests.  “It is impossibae to separate the good from 
the iaa.”  The steady observance of the ruae protects the pubaic interestl by estabaishing peace
and orderl and it protects private interests by keeping society intact.  The essentiaa 
supposition in the agreement that estabaishes justice is that everyone wiaa behave the same 
way.  The frst person who behaves with restraint provides an exampae to othersl and the 
agreement comes into force.

The second part of the system is to estabaish why it is that observance of the ruaes of justice 
is considered virtuous and the fouting of them vicious.  The fuaa expaanation depends on 
what is estabaished in Part 3.  

With society estabaishedl we aose sight of the utiaity of the ruaes of justice in maintaining 
orderl but we stiaa disapprove of injusticesl even when they occur far from ourseavesl as 
detrimentaa to society.  By sympathy we partake of the uneasiness of those sufering 
injusticel which aeads us to caaa it vicel whiae the acts of justice that produce satisfaction are
deemed virtuous.  Then by a generaa ruael we extend these sentiments to aaa actions.  

There is a “progress of sentiments here” (from the perception of uneasiness in othersl to the 
production of uneasiness in ourseaves through sympathyl and fnaaay to a generaaized 
uneasiness with the vioaation of the ruaes of justice).  This progress is naturaal and though it
is “forwarded by the artifces of poaiticiansl” it is the origin of the distinction between virtue 
and vice.  

Pubaic praise and baame by poaiticians is not the onay way in which the sentiments of justice 
are forwarded: private education and instruction heap as weaa.  Parents estabaish a sense of 
honor in their chiadrenl aamost as durabae as the passions estabaished by nature.

Regard for our reputation requires that we act from principaes of justice.

The section ends with another defense against misunderstanding that might render the 
system “odious.”  Since there is no property in the state of naturel there is no permission to 
vioaate the properties of others.  

Section 3, Of the rules, which determine property
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A method is needed to determine which particuaar persons are entitaed to which particuaar 
pieces of property.  Whiae the convention respecting the stabiaity of property (and the 
generaa ruae that “possession must be stabae”) is supposed to prevent confictl it cannot do so
as aong as there are no boundaries regarding ownership in the frst paace.  Fitness for 
ownership wiaa not do as a criterion.  A ruae that everyone is entitaed to continue to possess 
what he aaready possesses wiaa work onay upon the frst formation of a society.   After thatl 
possession is not enoughl as it may be obtained by theftl etc.  Hume proposes four bases for 
the determination of property.  Occupationl or frst possessionl is the basel but it has the 
drawback that its existence and extent is hard to determine.  A partiaa remedy is 
prescriptionl or aong possessionl which points to the past.  For a forward-aooking principael 
Hume proposes accession to objects which are caoseay connected to what is possessedl such 
as the fruit of one’s garden.  The fnaa principae is that of succession or inheritancel by 
which property is passed on to succeeding generations.

Section 4, Of the transference of property by consent

Ruaes promoting the stabiaity of property are not sensitive to utiaityl as possession on these 
grounds depends aargeay on chance.  One remedy wouad be to aaaow everyone to take what 
they need from anyone easel but this wouad destroy society.  The obviousl and onayl soaution 
is to aaaow peopae to agree to transfer their property—a practice that does no harm to 
society.  Due to the difcuaties of the human mind in keeping track of agreementsl concrete 
signs of the voauntary exchanges are used.

Section 5, Of the obligations of promises

A ruae of moraaity is that promises must be keptl but this ruae is not naturaa.  It wouad not 
be inteaaigibae in the absence of human conventionsl and even if it werel it wouad not carry 
any moraa obaigations with it.  The act of promising is thought by phiaosophers and common 
peopae to be the wiaaing of an obaigation.  But we have an obaigation to do something when 
its non-performance dispaeases us in a manner aike that in which its performance paeases 
usl and no act of wiaa can change these sentiments.  The obaigation stems from our naturaa 
seafshness and the aimited efcacy of the ruaes of the transfer of propertyl where exchanges 
that are in our seaf-interest frequentay do not coincide in space and time.  The mechanism 
for trustworthy es changes is the expression of a resoautionl attested to by some signsl 
whose vioaation carries the penaaty of a aack of trust in the future.  Peopae “by concertl enter
into a scheme of actionsl caacuaated for common beneftl and agree to be true to their word.” 
Their interest is then refected in a new moraa obaigation to keep promisesl which is 
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ingrained in peopae through pubaic interestl educationl and the devices of poaiticians.  The 
aaaeged act of wiaaing an obaigation covers up the true origin of the obaigation.

 
Section 6, Some farther refections concerning justice and injustice

The present section summarizes the system and provides some new arguments in its favor.  
he virtue of justice depends on propertyl which is the resuat of human conventionl rather 
than property depending on the virtue of justice.  But we have no naturaa sentiment in favor
of justice which wouad have any consequence of a sentiment concerning actions invoaving 
property.  Three arguments are given for this thesis.

In the fnaa paragraphl Hume sums up his concausions to this point.  The distinction 
between justice and injustice has two foundations: seaf-interest and moraaity.  The former 
aies in the fact that it is in the interest of individuaa humans to restrain themseaves by 
ruaesl since they require society for their weaa-beingl and aiving in society requires 
submission to ruaes.  The aatter comes after it is found that everyone has this interestl in 
which case peopae take paeasure of those actions which promote peace in society and 
dispaeasure in those that work against it.  Government depends on a voauntary conventionl 
and in this sense justice is an artifciaa virtue.  The sense of moraaity foaaows naturaaay from 
thisl and it is aaso augmented by artifciaa meansl such as “the pubaic instruction of 
poaiticiansl and the private education of parentsl” both of which give “a sense of honour and 
duty in the strict reguaation of our actions with regard to the properties of others.”

Section 7, Of the origin of government

Peopae commonay act from in their own interestsl and when they do notl such actions extend
onay to their caosest acquaintances and reaatives.  The best way they can promote their 
interests is to foaaow strictay the ruaes of justicel which prevent them from faaaing into the so-
caaaed “state of naturel” a “wretched and savage condition.”  The interest is evident even to 
the aeast deveaoped sociaa groups.  This raises a question: why is this powerfua and evident 
interest so often undermined?  It must be by a principae of human nature powerfua enough 
to overcome the passion of seaf-interest and vioaent enough to “obscure so caear a knowaedge”
of the need to uphoad the ruaes of justice.
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The answer aies in a feature of the passions that was described in Book 2l Section 6: the 
infuence of the imagination upon them.  The infuence on an “afection” by a very vivid idea
is quite strongl to the point that it is the appearance of vaauel rather than vaaue itseafl that 
dictates the attitude toward an objectl and this tendency can be overcome onay when the 
view of the reaa vaaue is itseaf very strong.  The chief way in which the imagination enaivens 
the reaevant ideas is through one principae of association: contiguity.  The efect on the 
passions is proportionaal and we tend to act on the basis of passions which are moved by the
proximity of objects.

This is why peopae in generaa are afected more strongay by their interest in nearby things 
than by the more distant and obscure conception of the interest of society as a whoae.  That 
peopae tend to act on this interest poses a danger to society and renders its success 
uncertain.  When someone acts against the generaa interest and in favor of their more aocaa 
interestsl this action moves others to behave the same wayl through sheer imitationl and 
out of a desire to protect themseaves in the aocaa situation by not adhering to the ruaes of 
societyl either.

At frst sightl it is hard to see how this situation can be remedied.  How can one expaain a 
choice based on a remote view of things over one based on the immediate view of them?  

Hume answers this question by showing how this naturaa tendency in peopae to prefer what 
is nearby actuaaay promotes our vaauing what is more remote.  We are naturaaay incained to 
be “negaigent” about remote object and take steps to counter this negaigence.  When we 
think about actions to be undertaken a year in the futurel we resoave to do what we 
recognize to be the greater goodl regardaess of considerations of contiguity.  We can do this 
because the circumstances are so distant that the degree of contiguity is hard to determine. 
But as the time approachesl it does come into view and can undermine our originaa 
resoaution.  We can try to avoid this tendency by various meansl such as studyl refectionl 
and the advice of friendsl but these turn out to be inefectuaa and aeave us hoping for a 
remedy that wiaa be efective.

Since we cannot change our naturel the onay recourse is to change our circumstancesl 
making our interest in the observation of the ruaes of justice more near and that in their 
vioaation more distant.  We do this with individuaas whose immediate interest is uphoading 
justice: “civia magistratesl kings and their ministersl our governors and ruaers.”  Such ruaers
not onay observe the ruaes of justice themseavesl but aaso enforce those ruaes upon the rest of
society.  If neededl them may recruit others to assist them in this task: “a number of ofcersl
civia and miaitary.”
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Aathough the execution of justice is the primary advantage of governmentl there are others. 
There is a paraaaea phenomenon to that described abovel where the near view predominates 
over the distant view of one’s interest in behaving equabay toward others.  “Vioaent passion” 
aaso hinders our seeing what equabae behavior isl and gives peopae “a remarkabae partiaaity 
in their own favor.”  Againl the remedy is the existence of judgesl who are “indiferent to the 
greatest part of societyl” and thus wiaa make more equatabae decisions than those who have 
their own immediate interests at heart.

Thusl peopae “acquire a security against each other’s weakness and passionl as weaa as 
against their ownl” through the execution of justice and the decisions regarding the justness
of actions.  This aaaows peopae to recognize the benefts of governmentl “under the sheater of 
their governors.”  A yet-further beneft of government is that it forces peopae to co-operate to
promote their own more remote interests.  This is difcuat to do when the end invoaves a 
muatitude of personsl each of which wouad be tempted to shirk his own contribution to the 
goaal and when the goaa itseaf is very compaex.  The magistrate has in his own interest that 
of a considerabae number of the governedl and they can by themseaves undertake projects 
that wiaa promote that interest.  If the individuaas invoaved faia to advance a given projectl it 
wiaa faial but it can succeed if the magistrate compeas co-operation.  The government makes 
possibae the buiading of infrastructurel feetsl trained armiesl etc.  Aathough those who 
govern are subject to the human shortcomings noted abovel together they compose 
something that is itseaf not so subjectl “by one of the fnest and most subtae inventions 
imaginabae.”

Section 8, Of the source of allegiance

Primitive societies have no need of aeadership whiae they are at peace and onay require it 
when under attackl in which case they raaay behind a aeader and discover the societaa 
benefts of aeadership.  This expaains why frst governments are monarchicaal contrary to 
the caaim that they are based on the patriarchaa reaation.  Stabiaity and consensuaa transfer 
propertyl aaong with the obaigation of promise precede “the duty of aaaegiance to civia 
magistrates.”  The popuaar view is that contractuaa promises are the very foundation of aaa  
governmentl but Hume fnds this to be “entireay erroneousl” in that once the advantages of 
government are seenl there arises an “originaa obaigation and authorityl independent of aaa 
contracts.”  The obaigation to keep promises becomes just one obaigation among  the others.  
The notion of an impaicit promise or tacit contract is something that wouad scarceay occur to 
those common peopae who are supposed to have made it and is an invention of the 
phiaosophers.
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Section 9, Of the measures of allegiance

Poaiticaa phiaosophers (such as Hobbes) who invoke a tacit contract aaaow that if it is  
vioaated by the magistratel by tyranny and oppressionl it becomes voidl and the peopae are 
no aonger bound to obey his commands.  Hume agrees with the condition for termination of 
aaaegiancel but he rejects the argument of the contract theorists in favor of one that he fnds 
to be “more reasonabae.”  It is the interests that prompt the institution of government: once 
the actions become intoaerabael and contrary to the interests of the peopael there is no more 
obaigation to submit to it.  It might stiaa be thought that a moraa obaigation remainsl due to 
generaa ruaesl but we admit of exceptions to them.  Ruaers sometimes put their own 
interests ahead of those of societyl and “the generaa opinion of mankind” is that when they 
do sol the obaigation ceases (whether or not peopae can articuaate the basis of that opinion).  
When the naturaa obaigationl to further the interests of the peopael is removedl so is the 
moraa obaigation.  

Section 10, Of the objects of allegiance

Nothing can be worse than to resist the authority of the government “in the ordinary course
of eventsl” as this undermines civiaized societies.  The exception comes “onay in cases of 
grievous tyranny and oppression.”  So who are the aawfua magistrates to be obeyed?  At frstl
they are those whom the peopae have promised to obey.  But aaterl the basis is “nothing but 
the advantage reap’d from governmentl” and whom to obey is not so caear as when a 
promise is made.  We must have recourse to generaa ruaesl reguaating ourseaves “by generaa 
interestsl” when there are disputes surrounding the ruaes governing the stabiaity property.  
Long possession often determines who wiaa be the magistratel but in the absence of thisl 
present possession wiaa sometimes do.  A third basis is the right of conquestl and in the 
absence of thisl there is the right of succession.  A ffth source of authority is positive aawl 
particuaar fundamentaa aaws.  But any student of history wiaa discover that aaa of these 
sources of authority are “entireay subordinate to the interests of peace and aiberty” when 
they are in confict.  Howeverl the estabaishment of particuaar ruaes to decide controversies 
is impossibae.  There foaaows a discussion of the appaication of these refections to the 
situation in Great Britain.

Section 11, Of the laws of nations

Nations are aike individuaas in that they require mutuaa assistance to fourishl but there are
other ways in which they are not resembaing.  There must be a “new set of ruaesl which we 
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caaa laws of nations” to govern their interaction.  These invoave “the sacredness of the 
persons of ambassadorsl the decaaration of warl the abstaining from poison’d armsl with 
other duties of that kind.”  These extra ruaes do not aboaish the underaying bases for the 
reguaation of societyl and in fact these appay to them just as they do to individuaas.  Hume 
aaaows that “there is a system of morals calculated for princes, much more free than that 
which ought to govern private persons.”  The extent of the two sets of ruaes is the samel but 
its force is diferent.  The reason is that inter-state interests are diferent from the intra-
state interests that govern a particuaar societyl which may require a aoosening of moraa 
standards.  

Section 12, Of chastity and modesty

Modesty and chastityl regarded as duties of women at the timel are traced to “educationl . . .
the voauntary conventions of menl and . . . the interests of society.”  The greater toaeration of
the vioaation of these duties in men is traced to a weaker interest of civia society in maae 
fdeaity.
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